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The close relationship between religion and ethnicity has long been recognized by sociologists. Since the 1970s, historians have documented the ways in which transplanted Christian churches served to preserve cultural traditions and ethnic attachments for earlier immigrants from various European countries. Recent studies of some post-1965 Asian and other immigrant groups have confirmed the role of transplanted religious institutions in preserving ethnic culture and identity. Although Christianity was not a traditional religion of Korea, by way of comparison, Korean Christian churches nonetheless serve ethnicity functions both for first generation immigrants and their children. Chinese and Korean immigrants share many social, cultural and religious characteristics: both are from the Far East where Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism are major traditions but Christianity is not; both began immigration to the U.S. in the second half of the nineteenth century; post-1965 immigrants have significantly superseded their respective predecessors in number; and a large proportion of the new immigrants in both communities are well-educated, middle-class families. Although these commonalities may lead one to expect similarities among Chinese Christians and Korean Christians in their ethnic and assimilation experiences, this is not entirely the case.

Distinctions between Korean and Chinese Christians in the United States

While Koreans and Chinese in the U.S. may be the closest two...
national-origin populations in their overall social and cultural characteristics, Chinese Christians and Korean Christians differ significantly in many ways; the most important of which for my purposes are: 1) whereas more than half of Korean immigrants were Christians before coming to the U.S., only a small minority in the Chinese American population were Christian before immigration and a majority of Chinese Christians in the U.S. have converted as adults from non-Christian backgrounds; 2) whereas the Korean Christian church has been the dominant ethnic organization in the Korean American community, the Chinese Christian church is but one among many Chinese ethnic organizations and associations, one that used to be marginalized within the Chinese American community; and 3) whereas many immigrant Korean Christians are entrepreneurs from a homogeneous South Korea, in my studies I have found that the vast majority of immigrant Chinese Christians are middle-class professionals from diverse origins—various provinces of mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and many Southeast Asian countries. The implications of these differences are critical for us in understanding the distinctive experiences of Chinese Christian immigrants and their children. First, due to historical and political connections between Christianity and Western imperialism in China, Christianity has been regarded as a “foreign religion” (gangjiao) by the Chinese public. In contrast, Christianity won many Korean hearts because of its resistance to Japanese colonialism. A common sarcastic remark to Chinese converts to Christianity was “one more Christian, one less Chinese.” In other words, becoming Christian means one risks losing her/his Chinese identity. Thus, one question is, can the Chinese American church help to preserve Chinese ethnicity? Second, to seek satisfaction of ethnic needs and maintain their ethnic roots, Chinese immigrants and their children have a variety of choices, including many Chinatown organizations of huijuan and new kinds of ethnic associations in the suburbs. These old and new Chinese ethnic organizations and associations often manifest more traits of traditional Chinese culture and attachment to China than the church. This means that for Chinese churchgoers, their religious motivations should be as strong as, if not stronger than, their ethnic motivations. Third, because most church members are immigrant professionals from diverse origins, status competition within the Chinese church is not so much between individuals who have experienced downward social mobility, as found with many Korean churches, but more between cultural and sociopolitical sub-
groups. Also, because Chinese professionals of cosmopolitan origins are often fully bilingual, resistance to holding separate English Sunday services may not be as strong as in Korean immigrant churches. Identity construction within Chinese Christian churches is complex, a topic with which I deal elsewhere. In this article I focus primarily on the role of the Chinese church in maintaining ethnicity among the second generation.

**ABCs in Chinese Protestant Churches and their XYZ Identities**

American-born Chinese, commonly known as ABCs, who grow up in Christian churches actually have not been rare in the century and a half history of the Chinese American community. Although Christianity is not a traditional religion of China, many Christian missions for Chinese immigrants and their children were established between the mid-nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries by various American denominations. Since World War II, the number of Chinese Protestant churches in the U.S. has rapidly increased from sixty-six in 1952 to over 800 by 1998. In contrast to earlier mission churches for the Chinese, which were supported and staffed primarily by non-Chinese, most new Chinese churches have been established by Chinese immigrants themselves. Today, Protestantism is probably the single most practiced religion among Chinese Americans, even though Christians remain a small minority in mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. A Los Angeles Times survey conducted in 1997 reports 26 percent Protestant Christians among adult Chinese residents in Southern California, 6 percent Catholics, and 20 percent Buddhists. In the Greater Washington, D.C. area, there were twenty Chinese Christian churches in 1996, but only three Chinese Buddhist centers. In the Houston area, there are over thirty Chinese Christian churches, but only six Buddhist temples and groups. Therefore, a significant percentage of Chinese immigrants and their American-born children have had experiences in Christian churches. This article limits discussion to the identity construction of ABCs growing up in Chinese Christian churches. Comparisons with other ABCs in Chinese traditional religions and those who have no religious affiliation are important and interesting, but they are beyond the scope of this study, which is based on ethnographic data from Chinese Christian churches.

Since 1993, I have conducted participant observation, interviews and archival studies in Chinese Christian churches in the
metropolitan areas of Washington, D.C., Houston, and Chicago, and I visited Chinese churches in Boston, Miami, New York City, Philadelphia, and San Francisco. In addition, I have been reading more than a dozen Chinese Christian magazines, newsletters, and internet discussion lists, which frequently report issues, events and problems in Chinese churches across the country. Between 1994 and 1996, I conducted extensive participant observation and interviews at the Chinese Christian Church of Greater Washington, D.C. (CCC). Most of the analyses in this article are based on data I collected at this church. The CCC is a typical Chinese church in several ways: evangelical in theology, independent in organization, and mid-sized in membership. It was established in 1958 by more than a dozen Chinese students and immigrants and had an active membership of about 300 (adults and youth) in 1996.

Like their immigrant parents, ABCs who grow up in Chinese Christian churches face the challenge of constructing multiple identities, here referred to as XYZ identities. First of all, they attain and retain a Christian identity (X). Meanwhile, they were born Chinese, or Zhongguoren (Z), as commonly referred to by the Chinese themselves. In racially conscious American society, by birth they are also regarded as racially Asian (Y as in the “yellow race”), which becomes relevant especially during and after college. How does the Chinese Christian church contribute to the identity construction of second generation Chinese? What are the common constructions of ethnic, racial, and religious identities among ABCs growing up in Chinese immigrant churches? Briefly speaking, my ethno-graphic data show that: 1) the Chinese church does help ABCs to maintain a Chinese cultural identity while facilitating their selective assimilation into the larger society; 2) continuous immigration and transnational ties between church members and Chinese societies (Taiwan, Hong Kong, and mainland China) are important factors for the preservation of Chinese cultural traditions; 3) Christian beliefs may cultivate a universal identity beyond boundaries of Chinese and American identities for the youth; but 4) the social reality of ethnic and racial classifications in pluralist American society bounces many grown-up ABCs back to either the ethnic Chinese Christian community or to the pan-Asian American Christian church. This article focuses on the second generation ABCs of contemporary communities. However, it is helpful to discuss briefly the differences between old and new ABCs in their distinctive social-historical contexts.
Differences between Old and New ABCs

There are several important differences between earlier and contemporary Chinese immigrants,20 consequently between "old" ABCs (children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren of earlier immigrants) and "new" ABCs (children of contemporary immigrants). Before World War II, most Chinese immigrants (gongqiao or lo ua kiu) came from specific rural districts around Guangzhou (Canton) in Southeastern China. In contrast, contemporary Chinese immigrants (xinqiao or sin yi min) come mostly from urban or urbanizing areas throughout China and elsewhere in Asia. Earlier Chinese immigrants were physical laborers and small business owners (hand-laundry shops, restaurants and gift shops), whereas many new Chinese immigrants are college-educated professionals who work in non-ethnic companies and governmental agencies.21 Old ABCs commonly grew up in ghetto-like Chinatowns; moving out of Chinatown marked their families' upward mobility. In comparison, most new ABCs began their American life in ethnically mixed suburbs.22

These socioeconomic and residential differences between old and new ABCs have significant impacts on their ethnic identities. Whereas old ABCs had to overcome many obstacles and make tremendous efforts to enter mainstream society, highly-educated contemporary immigrants and their children are generally more integrated into the public sphere of the larger society. From the beginning, new ABCs attend integrated public schools and universities, work among non-Chinese, and live in non-exclusive neighborhoods. Accordingly, for old ABCs, like their counterparts of European origin, the ethnic community in Chinatown was often a place to escape or avoid. For new immigrants and their children, however, ethnic organizations and associations in suburbia are formed to meet ethnic needs in their private lives (after school and work).

Earlier Chinese immigrants and their children suffered anti-Chinese violence and racial discrimination during the Chinese Exclusion period (1882-1943).23 As a result, until the 1960s, total assimilation, or "the disappearance of the ethnic group as a separate entity and the evaporation of its distinctive values," was the prescribed ideal for the children and grandchildren of immigrants.24 Under those circumstances, for ABCs who were striving to enter mainstream America, Chinese inheritance was very much a burden to be cast off. Contrary to their parents' "sojourner mentality"—returning to China to retire—assimilation was a prevalent
ideal among the first American-born generation.

...to gain acceptance into white society, Chinese Americans must erase and uproot all traces of their Chinese cultural heritage and thoroughly conform to the values and behaviors of Euro-Americans. ...[some even] went so far as to anglicize their Chinese family names, suppress their Chinese language ability and accent, dissociate themselves from their relatives and Chinese friends, move out of Chinatowns if possible, and take advantage of modern cosmetology, some by dyeing their hair, others by undergoing plastic surgery to alter their eyelids, nose, and lips. 25

Civil Rights and ethnic revival movements in the 1960s and 1970s forcefully asserted and affirmed diverse racial and ethnic cultures within the U.S. Since the 1960s, Chinese Americans have become perceived by the American public as a "model minority." 26 Within this atmosphere, Chinese immigrants and their children perceive Chinese cultural traditions more often as assets than liabilities. Therefore, new ABCs show greater appreciation for Chinese culture than did their predecessors. Some third- and fourth-generation ABCs (old ABCs) also began to seek out their cultural roots in China and the United States, although most have lost the Chinese language and most norms and customs. 27 Contemporary Chinese immigrant professionals have more resources than earlier Chinese immigrants to preserve Chinese culture and pass it on to their American-born and American-raised children. For example, since the 1960s, Chinese schools have flourished in the metropolitan areas with sizable Chinese immigrant populations. 28 These Chinese schools are mostly supported by volunteers and commonly assemble on the weekend (Saturday or Sunday) to teach school-age children the Chinese language, traditional values and customs. Many immigrant families can also afford to send their children to China for a summer and other holidays. These youth sometimes join cultural education programs sponsored by the Chinese government and other social organizations. 29 Consequently, new ABCs have more opportunities than old ABCs to be exposed to and appreciate the Chinese language and culture.

Among the new Chinese ethnic organizations in the suburbs, the Chinese Christian church is an especially important mechanism for preserving Chinese culture and affirming Chinese identity. This is because the church provides more regular and frequent meetings than most other ethnic associations, sponsors various cultural programs, proclaims Confucian values that are perceived as compatible with and supported by evangelical Christianity, and
promotes unity among the diverse subgroups that often fragment overseas Chinese communities. Certainly, the preservation of ethnic culture starts in the immigrant family. Parental intentions, efforts, time and material resources are all important factors influencing assimilation and ethnicity of their American-born children. Some immigrants put more emphasis on their children’s assimilation into mainstream American society and put little effort into Chinese education, whereas many others insist on speaking Chinese with their children at home and create opportunities for their children to learn the Chinese language and culture. For these immigrant parents, the Chinese church is a welcomed extension of their efforts at home.

The Chinese Language

The Chinese school is a common feature of contemporary Chinese Christian churches in the U.S. In many metropolitan areas, it was often a Chinese Christian church that started the first Chinese school. In the Greater Washington area, the first Chinese school, to teach Mandarin, was established by the Chinese Christian Church of Greater Washington, D.C. (CCC). In the church’s early years, Sunday school was sometimes used to teach children Chinese characters with Christian content. When the church grew and the number of children increased, a Chinese school was formally started in 1971. It held classes on Saturdays or Sunday afternoons for children of all grade-levels between kindergarten and high school. CCC members took pride in opening the first Chinese school in the area, which shows the salience of its members’ Chinese identity despite their Christian faith. Although some non-church-related Chinese schools were later established and even superseded the church’s school in number of students and stringent pedagogy, the CCC’s Chinese school nonetheless has continued to help church members to learn the Chinese language and culture.

The Chinese church also creates a generally favorable atmosphere for ABCs to learn the Chinese language. For suburban Chinese residents, no other type of ethnic organization or association provides such regular weekly activities or offers as many opportunities for interaction between ABCs and immigrants as the church does. Besides the Chinese school, children and youth are encouraged to speak Chinese at Sunday worship services, fellowship group meetings, and other church-related gatherings. Because they attend public and ethnically mixed schools, ABCs generally
prefer to communicate in English. For the spiritual benefit of the young people, Chinese immigrant churches, which usually began monolingually in a Chinese dialect (Mandarin, Cantonese, or Taiwanese), now hold bilingual (English and Chinese) or trilingual (English and two Chinese dialects) Sunday services. Mary also develop separate monolingual English Sunday services. For example, the CCC started as a Mandarin church in 1958, but soon held English Sunday schools for children and youth. In the early 1970s, English was added to the Sunday worship service in addition to Mandarin and Cantonese. In the trilingual service, the preacher usually speaks Mandarin, which is translated into English, sentence by sentence, by a person standing alongside with the preacher behind the pulpit. Another person, invisible to the congregation, simultaneously translates every sentence into Cantonese, which is transmitted wirelessly to earphones in designated pews. The trilingual service may be a fascinating event to observe, but it is unsatisfactory for many participants, especially young people. At the CCC, and many other Chinese churches as well, when ABCs began requesting a separate English Sunday service, for a long time immigrant parents resisted. Some lay leaders feared that a separate Sunday service might lead to a division or split within this non-denominational church; some parents regarded attending church as a family activity and wanted to sit beside their teenage children in the same service; and some members found the bilingual translation helpful for them to learn another language. Following persistent complaints from the young people, along with an increase in the number of grownup ABCs, the CCC finally started a separate English Sunday service in 1986. Meanwhile, intended to preserve and signify unity within the church, a combined Sunday communion service for all church members is held on the first Sunday of each month. In the combined service, everything is spoken or translated between English and Mandarin Chinese; ABCs are encouraged to participate in singing Chinese hymns and giving testimonies in Chinese.

Classic theories of immigrant assimilation regard losing the original language as inevitable. Many European ethnic groups strived hard to preserve their original language, but most fought a losing battle. The extent to which the Chinese church can succeed in passing on the Chinese language to American-born generations is an open question at this time. Many Chinese immigrants acknowledge that Chinese is not an easy language for American-born children to learn. Some middle and high school students
resist, resent, and even stop learning it when their parents do not insist. Nonetheless, most ABC children at the CCC have at least learned good conversational Chinese. My interviews with immigrant parents and some grownup ABCs show that after entering college and away from their parents, a few ABCs completely abandon the Chinese language and even go so far as disconnecting themselves from any Chinese ethnic groups. However, many other ABCs have taken Chinese language courses for credit and have become fully bilingual. Therefore, the language retention rate seems high among new second generation ABCs growing up in Chinese churches.

At the CCC, the use of English has increased along with the maturation and increase in number of American-born children. However, forty-years after its founding, the Chinese language is still dominant in Sunday services and other church gatherings. Continuous immigration is an important factor. Since the late 1950s, waves of Chinese immigrants have joined the CCC. The founders were students from Taiwan and Hong Kong who, after the Immigration and Nationality Amendment Act of 1965, adjusted to immigrant status upon finding employment. Subsequently, their parents came to visit and live with them. Ethnic Chinese from Vietnam came as refugees in the mid-1970s. Beginning in the 1980s, many Chinese students and immigrants from the People’s Republic of China have joined the CCC, while immigrants from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and other Asian countries also continue to arrive. The presence of recent immigrants makes it necessary for the church to provide Chinese language Sunday services. In the 1950s, the memberships of some Chinese churches founded before World War II were predominantly English-speaking adult ABCs. However, soon the post-1965 immigrants outnumbered ABCs in these churches. Consequently, the churches increased the use of Cantonese and many also added Mandarin. For example, the first Chinese Presbyterian Church in San Francisco (established in 1853), the First Chinese Baptist Church in San Francisco (established in 1883), the interdenominational Chinese Union Church in Chicago (formed in the 1920s), the interdenominational Chinese Community Church in Washington, D.C. (formed in 1935), and similar churches are all trilingual (Cantonese, Mandarin and English) today.

Another factor that contributes to Chinese language preservation is the multi-layered transnational ties with Greater China (Taiwan, Hong Kong, mainland China and Singapore). Many new immigrants have family members or close relatives in Chinese
societies, to whom American-born children are sometimes taken for a visit on holidays for the purpose of strengthening familial ties. In addition, Chinese church leaders maintain close relationships with their previous churches in Asia, often exchanging speakers for church rallies, spiritual retreats, and evangelistic meetings. These speakers from Asia help to draw ABCs’ attention to and spark their interest in Greater China. More importantly, some parachurch organizations, such as the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, the Campus Crusade for Christ, and some Chinese Christian organizations, mobilize Christian college students to go to China for short-term missions, or mission-motivated programs for teaching English and learning Chinese in China’s schools and universities. Many ABC college students have spent a summer or a year in China through these programs. Chinese churches commonly encourage ABC college students to participate in these programs in Taiwan, Hong Kong and mainland China, and often provide financial support for doing so. After a summer or year in a Chinese society, many young people have improved their Chinese language skills, gained deeper understandings of and greater appreciation for Chinese culture, and contemplated future careers in or related to Greater China. Among such young people was a young man I met while I was visiting a Taiwanese Presbyterian church in the Greater-Washington D.C. area in 1994. After interviewing the senior pastor, who strongly supported Taiwan independence from China, I had the chance to converse with his son. During our conversation, this law school student insisted on speaking Mandarin rather than English, and explained to me that he had visited Taiwan several times and recently spent a summer in mainland China. These trips made him think that bilingual lawyers would be in great demand in the rapidly growing markets of Asia. This young man liked to seize opportunities to practice and sharpen his Mandarin. Evidently, one of his incentives for mastering the Chinese language comes from perceived career opportunities, including a missionary career, in the booming Asian economies and modernizing Chinese societies. In this respect, the transnational ties of the Chinese church help ABCs to see opportunities and enable them to achieve first-hand experiences in Chinese societies.

**Chinese Customs, Norms, and Moral Values**

Chinese immigrant churches commonly celebrate several Chinese traditional festivals, especially the Chinese New Year. At the
CCC, the Chinese New Year is celebrated with various activities, especially a jiaozi (boiled dumplings) banquet where people make and eat dumplings together like a big family. This celebration has multiple functions. It is a nostalgic time for the immigrants, an evangelistic time to bring non-Christian Chinese into the church, and a jolly time to introduce Chinese customs to their American-born children. However, due to their evangelical Protestant theology, Chinese Protestant churches are obviously highly selective in passing on Chinese cultural customs. For example, during the Chinese New Year festival, Chinese Protestant churches do not follow many traditional customs, such as offering sacrifices to ancestors, holding dragon and lion dances, and distributing little red packets for good luck. These customs are still very common among non-Protestant Chinese American groups, but are perceived by Chinese Christians as incompatible with Christianity. 33

In contrast to children of earlier immigrants who sought total assimilation, contemporary immigrants and their children in Chinese churches prefer selective assimilation, which simultaneously means selective preservation of Chinese culture. The ethnic church, as part of a private sphere separated from integrated public spheres of school and work place, serves as a social mechanism that immigrants use to fend off unwelcome aspects of American customs and values while selectively preserving Chinese norms and values. At church and fellowship group meetings, a frequent topic is how to better educate children. Chinese parents are in constant fear of their children receiving bad influences in the "free American society." To guard against bad influences, parents try to fill their children’s extracurricular schedule by sending them to camp meetings, pressing them to study the Chinese language, and bringing them to private music and sport classes. They also rely on the church for meaningful and attractive youth activities. The most recommended strategy, as I heard many times in various Chinese churches, is "to bring the kids to the Lord." Once the children become true Christians who love God very much, the reasoning goes, parents do not need to worry about them any more. A mother of three teenage boys once told me:

I was worried for my second son. He is a high school student. The teens' fellowship group once was on the edge of becoming a social and dating club. Several parents were worried about this when they sensed the tendencies, but we didn't know what we could do. These are youth at a rebellious age in this free American society. But God is really wonderful. Right then the English
Pastor gave a sermon: “True Love Waits.” It was an excellent sermon. My boy understood the preaching very well and liked it very much. The pastor asked these young people to make a commitment to God, write it down and keep it for themselves, that they would wait for the true love. After that the teens fellowship returned to normal.

Conscious of their minority status, Chinese immigrant parents at the church also teach their ABC children to “be proud of yourself” and “dare to be different.” American society is at once a society of conformity and contention. Peer pressure for conformity is pervasive in school. At the same time, individuals and groups have to assert their distinctiveness or uniqueness to gain recognition or respect. A popular woman speaker at the CCC spoke about this at a fellowship meeting:

Having American friends is necessary for your kids, but only to a certain degree. There are too many problem teenagers in American society. Some Chinese children become problem teenagers because they are too Americanized. They conform too much to the peer pressure. Don’t say we must immerse ourselves into American society. What is American society? Girls who are participating in math contests are seen as nerds by white American students. We need to teach our kids “dare to be different.” Teach them to have self-confidence about what they do and be proud of what they are. We must have rules. For example, don’t allow your kids to stay overnight with other kids. Peer pressure may be strong on your kids. But after two or three times, others will accept the difference, and even respect your kids, and would let your kids go home before midnight without problems.

She said that white American parents, including those who attend churches, often have low expectations of their children. They ask their children to “do your best,” which is often only an excuse for failure. Mixing with such children would bring bad influences on Chinese children. The pastor told a story in a sermon that echoed that of the woman speaker. A Chinese family used to attend an American church. The parents became unhappy about the fact that their daughter received some B grades in school. When they asked about it, the girl replied, “I have done my best.” When they asked again, she ruffled, “I am doing better than many of my friends in school and church. They get C’s and B’s but their parents still love them without a fuss. Why are you so harsh on me?” The daughter felt disappointed to be Chinese, and her parents felt helpless to respond. Later, they found a Chinese church
your father and mother—which is the first commandment with a promise—that it may go well with you and that you may enjoy long life on the earth" (Ephesians 6:1-3). However, they often claim that 'xiushun' means to show respect rather than complete obedience to parents, and counterbalance demands on children with scripturally-backed independence for young people: “For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and they will become one flesh” (Genesis 2:24), where leaving the parents and being united with his/her spouse are highlighted. Furthermore, these so-called Chinese traditional norms and values are hardly unique to the Chinese, or unique to East Asians. As a matter of fact, a conservative Anglo assistant pastor at the CCC, who was responsible for ministering to English-speaking ABCs between 1988 and 1996, frequently proclaimed these moral values and insisted on men’s leadership status in spiritual affairs. Interestingly, this Anglo pastor learned no Chinese language and showed little interest in Chinese culture during his eight years of service in this Chinese church. Chinese immigrant parents and ABC members liked him very much, not because of his cultural stands, but because of his conservative theology and effective ministries to the young people. Simply put, the evangelical Chinese church promotes values that together can be called “this-worldly asceticism” or the “Protestant ethic” in Weberian terms, although they have a Chinese flavor. Based on interviews with second generation Korean Christians, Chong argues that ‘the more religious’ a member, the more embracing s/he tends to be of the traditional values espoused by the parents.” While my data resonate with this observation, I think it is inappropriate to label these values and norms uniquely Korean or Chinese. Without Christian justification, reinterpretation, and transformation, these values would not have the grounds upon which to be proclaimed in the church. The Chinese particularism has to be accordan to the Christian universalism for these evangelical Christians who take Christian identity seriously.

Being Christian in Pluralist America

Chinese immigrant churches have not only converted many Chinese immigrants, they have also been successful in socializing the children into Christianity. Through Sunday school classes and fellowship activities for children from kindergarten to college, Christianity often “naturally” becomes part of their life. At the CCC, a thirteen-year-old girl’s simple testimonial on her applica-
tion form for baptism is typical:

I have been coming to church and going to Sunday school at this church since I was very little. I am not sure exactly how I became a Christian, probably because I was exposed to so much of the Scripture and teachings at a young age. I accepted Christ as my savior.

For these ABCs, their Christian identity evolves without much struggle, at least until they enter college.

Entering college, away from immediate oversight by their parents, ABCs growing up in Chinese churches take divergent paths. Because of their religious indoctrination, as my interviews with Chinese parents and ABCs at the CCC and other churches reveal, few quit the faith or completely stop attending church. Some remain committed to Chinese Christian groups. Indeed, Chinese Christian fellowships are noticeably active on many university campuses. Meanwhile, the universalism of Christian identity propels many college student ABCs to explore and experiment with various churches and to seek out non-Chinese Christian groups. Many become active participants in the Campus Crusade for Christ, the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, the Navigators, or independently organized Bible study groups and prayer meetings.

However, these Christian universalist ABCs often find themselves rejected by the larger society. Before high school, the youth may not seriously think about racial and ethnic matters. When they do, some desire to get out of ethnic church which they regard as stifling. Karen, a Chinese girl growing up in a Chinese church in Maryland, refused to accept a college scholarship designated for minority students. As a matter of fact, she was offended by the fact that she was offered such a scholarship without her applying for it. Karen wanted to compete with other Americans on an equal basis without considering her skin color or ethnic background. In college, however, these young people begin to face the realities of race and ethnicity. In contemporary pluralist America, racial and ethnic classification is a routine item on various school-related forms that constantly remind students of their racial and ethnic identity. The reality is that American institutions often enforce racial and ethnic groupings, even among religious groups that proclaim universalism. Harry, a young man who grew up in the CCC, wanted to mix with people of other races in college. Attending a state university in the Greater Washington, D.C. area,
Harry became a regular participant in activities organized by the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF). However, the IVCF organized regular Bible study and prayer groups separately for whites, blacks, Chinese, and Koreans on this large campus. When he tried to break these group boundaries by attending non-Chinese and non-Asian groups, he often felt a lack of welcome. After two or three years of trying, he came to realize that the racial and ethnic grouping was a hard reality that he had to face. As an American-born Chinese, he could not simply become an “American,” that is, a person who has no ethnic or racial label in this racially and ethnically conscious society. Later, in his junior year, this engineering student began to seriously read about the history of Chinese Americans. He subsequently attended a large University of California campus for graduate school, where students of Chinese and Asian origins have been more numerous. Harry’s experience of being “bounced back” is not exceptional. Some young people may not seek to transcend ethnic identity as consciously as did Harry, but subtle boundaries work unconsciously. Pat, a young woman in the CCC who graduated from a state university in Maryland two or three years ago, told me in an interview:

Most of my close friends in high school and college are Asian, well, actually, Chinese. I don’t know why. I didn’t intend it that way. I had some [white] American friends. But these friendships didn’t last long. I don’t know why. Really. But I find many ABCs are like me.

As their ethnic-consciousness is awakened or sharpened in college or the work place, some ABCs find that the ethnic church provides a sense of social belonging, psychological comfort, and religious meaning. In other words, social integration into the public spheres of work and school provokes a desire to congregate with fellow Chinese on the weekend. This is true even for some who did not grow up in the Chinese church. David was born in a Christian family in Hong Kong and immigrated to the U.S. as a small child. His family attended non-Chinese churches in several places in the U.S. After college, David found his first job in the Washington, D.C. area and joined a Baptist church in his neighborhood. At this church, whose members were almost all white, David enjoyed the preaching very much. He even rededicated himself following an altar call. When he wanted to become more active in the church, such as organizing some group activities, however, he found that opportunities were few for him. Strongly de-
siring to serve the Lord, he sought and found the Chinese Christian Church of the Greater Washington, D.C. Since joining this Chinese church, David not only has had plenty of service and leadership opportunities, including teaching English Sunday school and serving as a deacon on the Official Board, he has also learned to speak Mandarin. Interestingly, during my interview with him, several times he referred to the Anglo assistant pastor at the CCC as the "foreign pastor" (waiwuren mish). Similarly, Pat, the young woman I mentioned above, referred to the Anglo assistant pastor as the "American pastor." These incidents indicate ABCs' distinction, consciously or unconsciously, between "we Chinese" (zhongguoren) and "they foreigners" (waiguoren), just as Jews distinguish themselves from "gentiles."

Once back in the Chinese church, however, some of the "bounced back" ABCs become frustrated with the more traditional immigrants and the stifling ethnic church. Some of these more Americanized ABCs try to change the Chinese church from within, pushing for a transition from an immigrant to an ethnic church. However, as mentioned above, due to continuous Chinese immigration and increasing transnational ties with Chinese societies, for most Chinese Christian churches in the U.S., further acculturation or greater Americanization is hard to achieve at this time, and is unlikely in the near future. Failing to change the whole church, some growing ABCs fight for the autonomy of the English congregation within the Chinese church. With the support of some open-minded pastors and immigrant lay leaders, the English service at the CCC, as in many other Chinese churches, gained the freedom to form its own leadership team and design its own format and style for the English Sunday service. However, some ABCs who could not bear the frustrations left CCC.

An alternative for the ABCs who are first bounced back to the Chinese church by the pluralist American society and then again bounced out of the Chinese church is joining a pan-Asian American church. In the last decade or so, some "Asian American churches" have emerged in metropolitan areas, especially on the West coast. Leaders of these churches claim that they are true Asian American churches because the church membership is often a mixture of American-born Chinese, Koreans, Japanese, and Southeast Asians. These churches are monolingual in English and consciously target descendants of various Asian immigrants, especially East Asians. The reasons given for establishing such churches, as revealed in their discussions on internet forums, in-
clude the facts that: 1) these church members grew up in an eth-
nic (e.g., Chinese or Korean) church but want to speak only En-
ghlish in a less ethnically focused environment; 2) as Asians, they
all look similar with yellow skin and black hair; 3) they share some
residual Confucian or Asian values; 4) they have had similar ex-
periences of being subtly or blatantly discriminated against by
others in the larger society; and 5) some are children of inter-Asian
marriages who find it difficult to remain in a church comprised
of one particular ethnic group. The number of such churches is
small, probably between one and two dozen at this time. These
pan-Asian churches appear to constitute racial formation in pro-
cess. How identities are formed and evolve in these churches re-
mains to be observed, but this alternative identity construction is
theoretically and practically important.

Conclusion

In the long history of Chinese immigration to the United States, a
significant proportion of American-born Chinese have grown up
in Christian churches. These ABCs face the challenge of construct-
ing multiple Christian (X), racial Asian (Y), and ethnic Chinese (Z)
identities in pluralist American society. Whereas old ABCs expe-
rrienced strong anti-Chinese discrimination and sought total as-
similation in American society, new ABCs live in a social context
more favorable to their ethnic culture. New Chinese immigrants
and their American-born children in the Chinese Protestant church
commonly seek and experience selective assimilation and selective
preservation of ethnicity. Chinese immigrants selectively pre-
serve Chinese cultural traditions based on their Christian beliefs,
reinterpret Confucian values and norms according to Christian
principles, and pass the Chinese language and transformed culture
to the American-born generations. Continuous immigration and
transnational ties between church members and Greater China
are important factors for the preservation of Chinese language
and cultural traditions. Therefore, many churched ABCs appear
to retain their Chinese ethnicity. Some ABCs in college are pro-
pel led by the universal Christian faith to try to transcend ethnic,
racial, and other secular identities. However, most are bounced
back by the social reality of pluralist America either to the Chi-
nese or a pan-Asian American church.

The analyses in this study also demonstrate distinctive experi-
cences of Chinese Christians. In the United States, Chinese Chris-
tians are a minority within minority, most immigrant Chinese are
adult converts from non-Christian backgrounds, and they come from diverse societies. Within this convert group, Christian identity takes priority over ethnic Chinese identity or Chinese identities rooted in the diverse subcultures within the Chinese Christian community. Traditional Chinese values and norms are sifted through their newly achieved evangelical Christian beliefs. While immigrant Chinese Christians consciously seek to preserve and pass on the Chinese language and culture to their American-born and American-raised children, their preservation is selective and transformative, and they appear to be quite open toward changes and innovations, such as holding separate English Sunday services for ABCs. Therefore, while some ABCs who grew up in the Chinese church may explore alternatives in non-Chinese churches, dropouts who completely stop attending any church seem few. Further research is necessary to achieve a clearer picture about the retention and drop-out rates among ABCs growing up in ethnic Chinese churches.

The analysis in this article is based on ethnographic data from Chinese Protestant churches. It shows that the ethnic church has made significant contributions to the ethnicity of the second generation, even though Christianity is not a traditional religion of the Chinese and the church does not hold a central place in the Chinese American community. Further studies are needed to examine the identity construction processes of ABCs growing up in Chinese Buddhist temples, other religious groups, and non-religious communities. Studies of pan-Asian American religious communities, as well as comparisons across ethnic groups, will also shed light on the complexity of race, ethnicity, and religious identities among Chinese and Asian Americans in contemporary, pluralist American society.

Notes
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5. In China, Catholic Jesuits first conducted successful missions in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, but clashes with Chinese culture and the Dynastic government halted the development of Christianity in China. The first Protestant missionary to China, Robert Morrison from England, arrived in China in 1807. However, only after the Opium War (1840), when British gunboats...
knocked down the closed door of China under the Qing Dynasty, did Christian missions begin to penetrate Chinese society. See Julius Ching, Chinese Religions (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1993).

6. About Korean Christian immigrants and the centrality of the church in the Korean American community, see Hurh and Kim, Mir. In contrast, too few Chinese immigrants had been Christians before coming to the U.S. Since the beginning, Chinese churches were established in the U.S. in order to convert non-Christian Chinese immigrants rather than to serve Chinese immigrants who had been Christians. For contemporary Chinese immigrant Christians, a majority are adult converts and many of them became Christian in the United States. See Fenggang Yang, "Chinese Conversion to Evangelical Christianity: The Importance of Social and Cultural Contexts," Sociology of Religion: A Quarterly Review 59:3 (1998), 237-257.


10. See Yang, "Tenacious Unity in a Contentious Community."

11. Helen Lee in "Silent Exodus: Can the East Asian Church in America Reverse the Flight of Its Next Generation," Christianity Today, August 12, 1996, 50-53. She states that the resistance of immigrants to adopting English is a major reason for the "silent exodus" of second generation people from immigrant Chinese, Korean, and Japanese churches. However, she may have over generalized experiences of Korean churches onto that of Chinese churches and Japanese churches. Many Chinese immigrants come from English-speaking communities, such as Hong Kong and Singapore, and are bilingual or multilingual. In many Chinese churches, English was adopted in Sunday services long time ago.


13. Those who immigrated to the U.S. as children with their parents are often referred to as American-raised Chinese (ARC). Because of their similarities with ARCs in their identity construction, in this article I use American-born Chinese or ARCs to mean the overall second generation of Chinese immigrants.

14. The first Chinese mission church was established in 1853 in San Francisco with the support of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions. Then Baptists, Congregationalists, and Methodists started their own missions to the Chinese. By 1870, there were seven Chinese mission churches and many Chinese Sunday school classes within American churches. In the early decades of the twentieth century, some denominations cooperated to form interdenominational mission churches, such as the Chinese Union Church in Chicago and the Chinese Community Church in Washington, D.C. Many of the mission churches gained financial and administrative independence in the 1960s and 1970s. See Horace R. Cayton and Anne O. Lively, The Chinese in the United States and the Chinese Christian Church (New York: Bureau of Research and Survey, National Council of the Churches of Christ in the United States, 1955), Wesley Woo, "Protestant Work Among the Chinese in San Francisco Area, 1850-1920," Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, California, 1983; Timothy Tseng, "Ministry at Arms' Length: Asian Americans in the Racial


Despite intense missionary work for more than one hundred years since the mid-nineteenth century, Christians remained a tiny minority in China, less than 1 percent by 1949 when the Communists took power. See Jonathan Chao, "Cong Huaren jiaohui fazhan Sei Kan Jiaohui Zengzhang (From the Development History of Chinese Churches to See Church Growth)," in Jindai Zhongguo Yu Idaijia Lumwenji (Essays on Modern China and Christianity), edited by Lin Zhiping (Taipei: Yuzhouguang Press, 1981). 345-362; G. Thompson Brown, Christianity in the People's Republic of China, revised edition (Atlanta, Georgia: John Knox Press, 1986), 78. In Hong Kong and Taiwan, Christians were about 5 percent of the population in the 1980s. See Gai Law, ed., Chinese Churches Handbook (Hong Kong: Chinese Coordination Center of World Evangelism, 1981); Allen J. Swanson, Taiwan Jiaohui Minzhi Guan (Aspects of Churches in Taiwan: Retrospective and Perspective in 1980) (Taipei: Taiwan Jiaohui Zengzhang Cujuin Hui, 1981).


Among today's about 1,000 Chinese Protestant churches in the U.S., a great majority are conservative in theology and about half are non-denominational independent churches. See Wing Ping Fang, Fenggang Yang, "Chinese Protestant Churches in the United States: Explo-
nations for Their Growth, and Their Conservative and Independent Tendencies." paper presented at the 1996 Annual Meeting of the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, St. Louis, Missouri. Over 90 percent of these churches were established by Chinese new immigrants since the 1950s; pre-World War II churches have received many new immigrants; and some third- or fourth-generation Chinese can be found in the well-established new immigrant churches.

19. The word "Chinese" in Chinese (Mandarin) is zhongguoren and the latter is what the Chinese call themselves. Therefore, it is appropriate to use "Z" to represent Chinese identity. I pick up "Y" for the racial identity because Chinese immigrants and their children, when distinguishing themselves from people of other racial groups, often refer to themselves as of the "yellow race" or having "yellow faces." "X" is commonly used to represent "Christian."


22. About Chinatown, Chinese, see Lyman; Nee and Nee; Wong; Kwong. About new Chinese immigrant communities, see Chen; Fong.


27. See Wang, especially 206-208.

28. In the Greater Washington area, there were more than thirty Chinese schools in 1996. In the Houston area, there are over forty Chinese schools in 1998. According to a Los Angeles Times report, about 85,000 to 90,000 students nationwide attend Chinese language schools on Saturdays or Sundays, and there are 140 Chinese schools in Southern California from the San Gabriel Valley to San Diego. There are also many Korean, Vietnamese, and Japanese schools. These schools usually operate from rented public schools, or are affiliated with churches, Buddhist temples, and Chinese community centers. They usually offer instructions in reading, speaking and writing, and some cultural activities as well, which range from martial arts to brush painting to music lessons. See Tini Tan, "Asian Language Schools Foster Skills, Traditions," Los Angeles Times, June 5, 1998.

29. See, for example, Vanessa Hua, "A Cultural Awakening: Trip Helps Young Chinese Americans Shape Their Identity," Los Angeles Times, July 6, 1998. Hua reports that about 1,000 young Americans of Chinese descent ages between eighteen and twenty-three, would go to Taiwan for a six-week cultural and language program initiated and subsidized by the government of the Republic of China in Taiwan. There are similar programs in Hong Kong and mainland China.

30. Within the heterogeneous Chinese Christian church in the U.S., unity in diversity is delicate and carefully protected. For a detailed discussion, see Yang, "Tencacies Unity in a Contentious Community."


35. These traditional activities are commonly seen during the New Year's celebration in the Chinatown, in Chinese Buddhist temples in the U.S. and even Chinese Catholic churches.


35. Chong.

36. Ibid., 269.

37. My interviews were conducted with mid-sized and large Chinese churches that were established by new Chinese immigrants and have had good English ministries. Therefore, my findings may not apply to those ABCs who grew up in churches established before World War II or those smaller churches. Nonetheless, I think that Helen Lee's assertion of "silent exodus" may be exaggerated by alarming ministers who fear to lose any adherent. Some Korean American scholars, according to Karen Chai, observe that "most 'grown-up' second-generation Korean Americans do not attend their parents' church" (see Karen Chai, "Competing for the Second Generation: English-Language Ministry at a Korean Protestant Church," 295-333 in Gatherings in Diaspora: Religious Communities and the New Immigration, edited by R. Stephen Warner and Judith G. Wittner, Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998), 300. But this does not mean they do not attend any church. Moreover, Lee may over-generalize second-generation Korean Christian experiences onto East Asian Christian experiences. There are some estimates about the high dropout rates of Korean young people from immigrant churches (see Chai, 300), but, as far as I know, no informed estimates available about the dropout rates of ABCs from Chinese churches.


39. See Fenggang Yang, Chinese Christians in America. For a comparison of similar dynamics in a second generation Korean congregation, see Karen Chai.